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Sleepbox is the global award winning capsule sleeping brand.
Sleepbox is a leading industry innovator, offering a unique,
multi-layered strategy which has transformed the definition of hotels,
whilst creating a unique experience within the global
business, hospitality and travel platforms.
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SLEEPBOX GRAND
NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT
Grace the Sleepbox Grand with your presence and celebrate
everything that is luxuirous. Embrace the perfection and let
the surroundings transport you to a peaceful haven.

MEANINGFUL INNOVATION
The Sleepbox has many distinctive features, not least the
sleek aluminum control panel. Armed with an array of
buttons the control panel ensures effortless enjoyment,
creating the environment to suit you.
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SLEEPBOX GRAND SINGLE
The Sleepbox Grand Single is an extravaganza of style and
sophistication and exceptional charm.
Whilst a frontal curvaceous windows sits centre stage,
behind the glass is nothing short of a luxurious and
sumptuous environment, allowing you to be whisked
quickly off to dreamland.
Whilst the in-built wall mounted flat screen TV ensures
temporary escapism, when work time calls, simply perch
at the work desk and enjoy the privacy of your very own
Sleepbox.
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SLEEPBOX GRAND SINGLE
CRÈME DE LA CRÈME
Sleepbox has always enjoyed the enviable title of the ‘Rolls
Royce’ in its industry. An uncompromising attention to detail,
determination to perfect and passion for innovation have all
helped propel this range to the converted title. This success is
clearly evident in the legendary Sleepbox Grand Single. The
crème de la crème of all Sleepboxes.

DESIGNED TO PERFECTION
Every minute detail of the Sleepbox Grand has been
carefully crafted. From its emphatic, curvaceous structure to
its luxury and sumptuous interior, all features serve a
purpose. The Sleepbox Grand Single is simply the perfect
setting to kick back, relax and rejuvenate.

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT
Sink down in the ‘Sleepbox Grand ‘signature’.
Relax, rejuvenate and escape from the outside the world in
the tranquil environment that is the Sleepbox Grand Single.
All preconceptions quickly dissipate as you enter the
Sleepbox Grand. An experience not to be missed.
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SLEEPBOX GRAND SINGLE
Standard Features
CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR

> Eight piece soundproof body
> Sizes: 2.3m/2.78m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Single sleeping space with mattress

> Desk station/Vanity unit
> Cube style stool
> Single bed
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 1 x headboard + 2 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

ELECTRICS

MISCELLANEOUS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required
for one unit (power converters available
on request)
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Classic Twin
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SLEEPBOX GRAND DOUBLE
The Sleepbox Grand Double is without doubt the most
luxurious of all the Sleepbox range. Not only does it
exude an extravaganza of style and sophistication it
also proudly boasts a spacious Sleepbox ‘signature’
double bed.
The statement piece that is the Sleepbox curvaceous
front window, naturally allows light to flood in, whilst
the sumptuous double bed envelopes you with
comfort and quickly whisks you off to dreamland.
Whilst the in-built wall mounted flat screen TV ensures
temporary escapism, when work time calls, simply
perch at the work desk and enjoy the privacy of your
very own Sleepbox.
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SLEEPBOX GRAND DOUBLE
AT THE TOP OF OUR GAME
Sleepbox has always been synonymous with quality.
This is not by accident but through our attitude to
evolving perfection. The Sleepbox Grand Double does
not fail to deliver. With an unfaltering attention to
detail, determination to perfect and passion for
innovation have all helped propel us to the converted
title. This success is clearly evident in the legendary
Sleepbox Grand. The crème de la crème of all
Sleepboxes.

DESIGNED TO PERFECTION
Every minute detail of the Sleepbox Grand has been
carefully crafted. From its emphatic, curvaceous
structure to its luxury and sumptuous interior, all
features serve a purpose. The Sleepbox Grand Double
is simply the perfect setting to kick back, relax and
rejuvenate.

ONE OF A KIND
Relax down into the Sleepbox ‘signature’ double bed’.
Kick off your shoes and escape from the hustle and
bustle of the outside world into the tranquil
environment that is the Sleepbox Grand. All
preconceptions lost as you lose yourself. An
experience not to be missed.
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SLEEPBOX GRAND DOUBLE
Standard Features
CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR

> Eight piece soundproofed body
> Size: 2.78m (H) x 2.5m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 1 window
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> Double sleeping space with mattress

> Desk station/Vanity Unit
> Cube style stool
> Double bed
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 1 x headboard + 4 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

ELECTRICS

MISCELLANEOUS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required
for one unit (power converters available on
request)
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Sleepbox Hotel - Moscow
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SLEEPBOX GRAND TWIN
The Sleepbox Grand Twin offers the best of both worlds.
With an extravaganza of style and sophistication,
coupled with the practicality of two Sleepbox ‘signature’
beds, the Sleepbox Grand Twin ticks all the boxes.
With two expansive windows that allow the natural light
to flood in and two sumptuous beds that allow you to
sink down, you’ll soon be transported to a haven of
tranquility.
Whilst the in-built wall mounted flat screen TV ensures
temporary escapism, when work time calls, simply perch
at the work desk and enjoy the privacy of your very own
Sleepbox.
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SLEEPBOX GRAND TWIN
IT’S ALL IN THE DETAIL
Sleepbox has always enjoyed the enviable title of the ‘Rolls Royce’
in its industry. Recognised for its uncompromising attention to
detail and quality, this is never more evident that in the Sleepbox
Grand Twin.

PEFECTION IN FRONT OF YOU
Every last detail of the Sleepbox Grand Twin has been cleverly
engineered. From its imposing stance through to its sumptuous
internal features, the Sleepbox Grand Twin is the real deal.

NOTHING DOES IT BETTER
Escape from the hustle and bustle of every day life, even if for a
moment or two. The two Sleepbox ‘signature’ single beds offer
the perfect way to relax and rejuvenate. So if you want the
ultimate in luxury and expereince, look no further than the
Sleepbox Grand Twin.
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SLEEPBOX PREMIER TWIN
Standard Features
CONSTRUCTION

INTERIOR

> Eight piece soundproof body
> Sizes: 3.05m (H) x 1.6m/1.8m (D) x 2.5m (W)
> 2 windows
> Door with mechanical lock and 3 keys
> Exhaust fan in the roof
> Air inlets under the bottom bed
> Durable floor carpet
> Adjustable height legs
> 2 x single beds with mattresses

> Desk station/Vanity unit
> Cube style stool
> 2 x single beds
> Electrical powered privacy blind(s)
> 2 x headboard + 4 scatter cushions
> Wall mounted vanity mirror
> Horizontal hanger for clothing
> Clothing hooks
> Luggage space under bed

ELECTRICS

MISCELLANEOUS

> Main illuminating lamps
> Reading lamps
> Bedside mains sockets
> Roof and floor electrical hatches

> Approx 1 Kw (220-230V 50 Hz is required for one
unit (power converters available on request)
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Sleepbox: Internal
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CUSTOMISATION
OPTIONAL FEATURES
Choose your lock

Brand your own…

> Biometric fingerprint systems
> Contact-less magnetic key
> Key cards
> Regular Key Locks

> Individual colour scheme
> Corporate branding
> Variety of finishes

Designer headboards

Lighting

> Leather style upholstered with
studded detail*

> Glowing numbers, LED backlight for
box number

> Leather effect rectangle/square
quilted*

> System to show when box is vacant
or in use

> Different sizes available

> Brushed cotton button style*
> Velvet embodied with Swarovski
Crystals*
> Headboards are available in
1 – 3 sides

Heat control systems
> Air Conditioning
> Inflow fan (in addition to standard
exhaust fan)

(All areas which are marked with an * come standard with the Premier, Residence & Grand Sleepbox’s)
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General Enquiries
For general enquiries,
or to speak with one of our sales
representatives please call
Phone +44 (0) 1926 623063
FAX +44 (0) 1564 711001

Our opening hours are:
Mon – Fri
9am – 6pm (GMT)

Email Support
General Enquiries
Sales
Airport Division

info@sleepbox.co.uk
sales@sleepbox.co.uk
airport@sleepbox.co.uk

Post
All letters will be responded to by
our Customer Services Department:
Sleepbox Ltd
Innovation Centre
Warwick Technology Park
Warwick
CV34 6UW
United Kingdom
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